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Abstract
We consider QCD radiative corrections to the production of four charged leptons in
hadron collisions. We present the computation of the next-to-leading order QCD
corrections to the loop-induced gluon fusion contribution. Our predictions include,
for the first time, also the quark–gluon partonic channels. The computed corrections,
which are formally of O(α3S), turn out to increase the loop-induced Born-level result by
an amount ranging from 75% to 71% as
√
s ranges from 8 to 13 TeV. We combine our
result with state-of-the-art NNLO corrections to the quark annihilation channel, and
present updated predictions for fiducial cross sections and distributions for this process.
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1 Introduction
The production of Z-boson pairs is one of the most relevant processes at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC). Besides providing an important test of the electroweak (EW) sector of the Standard
Model (SM) at the TeV scale, it was instrumental for the discovery of the Higgs boson [1, 2].
As the focus of Higgs physics moved from the discovery to the study of its properties, Z-boson
pair production played an essential role in the determination of the quantum numbers of the new
resonance [3, 4], in setting bounds on its width (see e.g. Refs. [5, 6]), and in constraining anomalous
Higgs boson couplings [7].
At the leading order (LO) in the QCD coupling αS, Z-boson pairs are produced via quark
annihilation. Theoretical predictions for ZZ production at next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD were
obtained a long time ago for both on-shell Z bosons [8, 9] and their fully leptonic final states [10–13].
Perturbative corrections beyond NLO QCD are indispensable to reach the precision demanded
by present ZZ measurements. NLO EW corrections are known for stable Z bosons [14–16] and
including their leptonic decays with full off-shell effects [17, 18]. NLO QCD+EW results for the
2`2ν signature have been presented in Ref. [19], and for the ```′`′ signature with the inclusion
of anomalous couplings in Ref. [20]. ZZ+jet production was computed at NLO QCD [21]. The
loop-induced gluon fusion channel, which provides a separately finite O(α2S) contribution and
is enhanced by the large gluon luminosity, has been known at LO for a long time [22–32]. It
was recently computed at NLO [33–35] using the two-loop helicity amplitudes for gg → V V ′ of
Refs. [36, 37], considering only the gluon–gluon (gg) partonic channel. NNLO QCD corrections to
on-shell ZZ production were first evaluated in Ref. [38], and later in Ref. [39]. Using the two-loop
helicity amplitudes for qq¯ → V V ′ [40–42], fully differential NNLO predictions in the four-lepton
channels (```` and ```′`′) were first presented in Ref. [43], while in Ref. [44] also the 2`2ν signature
was considered.
An analogous situation is the one of W+W− production, for which NNLO QCD corrections [45, 46]
to quark annihilation are available, and NLO QCD corrections to the loop-induced gluon fusion
contribution were computed recently [47]. At present, experimental analyses for both ZZ and
WW production treat the quark annihilation and loop-induced gluon fusion channels as if they
were independent. As a result, data are compared to ad hoc combinations of NNLO calculations
for the quark annihilation channel and NLO calculations for the loop-induced gluon fusion channel,
often by using K-factors (see e.g. Refs. [48–51]). However, it is well known that the quark–
antiquark (qq¯) and gg partonic channels mix through parton evolution, and thus their independent
treatment is not appropriate. Moreover, already at NNLO there are diagrams that mix the two
production mechanisms, thereby suggesting that a unified treatment would be desirable. This is
particularly important to consistently estimate the perturbative uncertainties through variation of
the renormalisation and factorisation scales.
In this paper we take a decisive step in this direction, by combining the NNLO calculation
in the quark annihilation channel with the NLO calculation of the loop-induced gluon fusion
channel. For the first time, we also evaluate the (anti)quark–gluon (qg) contributions that enter
the full NLO corrections to the loop-induced channel. We introduce an approximation of the full
1
N3LO corrections, denoted by “nNNLO”, which represents the most advanced perturbative QCD
prediction available at present for this process. The new calculation will be available in an updated
version of Matrix [52].
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our computational framework. In
Section 3 we present a comparison of our results to those of Ref. [35]. In Section 4 we combine
our computations of radiative corrections to the quark annihilation and loop-induced gluon fusion
channels, and present fiducial cross sections and distributions in pp collisions at 8 and 13 TeV. In
Section 5 we summarise our results.
2 Calculation within the MATRIX framework
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Figure 1: Sample Feynman diagrams for ZZ production with four charged final-state leptons:
tree-level diagrams of the quark annihilation channel in (a) and (b), loop-induced diagram of the
gluon fusion channel in (c).
We consider the four-lepton process
pp→ `+`− `′+`′− +X,
where, for simplicity, we assume the triggered lepton pairs to have different flavours (` 6= `′).
Representative Born-level diagrams are shown in Figure 1. Diagrams (a) and (b) are driven
by quark annihilation and show double-resonant t-channel ZZ production and single-resonant
s-channel Drell–Yan topologies, respectively. Diagram (c) is instead driven by gluon fusion through
a quark loop, and it enters the calculation at NNLO as it is of O(α2S). However, this contribution
is enhanced by the large gluon luminosity. Up to NLO the quark annihilation and loop-induced
gluon fusion production processes do not mix. Until a few years ago, the theoretical standard was
to consider NLO-accurate predictions for the quark annihilation channel, supplemented with the
loop-induced gluon fusion contribution [27].
Starting from NNLO, the quark annihilation and loop-induced gluon fusion processes mix, and the
distinction between the two production mechanisms is questionable. An example of an interference
contribution is shown in Figure 2. A complete NNLO computation of four-lepton production has
been presented in Refs. [43, 44]. At this order, the loop-induced gluon fusion contribution enters
the cross section through the square of diagrams like the one in Figure 1 (c). The fact that this
O(α2S) contribution is quite large and formally only LO accurate motivates the inclusion of NLO
corrections to the loop-induced gluon fusion channel, which are part of the N3LO corrections.
Such NLO computation for a loop-induced process requires one-loop amplitudes with the emission
of one additional parton and two-loop contributions. In Refs. [33, 35] the calculation has been
performed by considering only the gg partonic channel. Here we extend the above calculation by
2
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Figure 2: Example of NNLO interference between quark annihilation and loop-induced gluon
fusion production mechanisms.
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Figure 3: Examples of N3LO contributions in the qg channel.
including also the qg initiated contributions.1 We note that at N3LO we only include diagrams
with closed fermion loops (see Figure 3 (a)); all other contributions that would enter a complete
N3LO calculation (see Figure 3 (b) for example) cannot be consistently accounted for at present.
Our approximation includes all contributions at O(α2S) together with the complete NLO corrections
to the loop-induced gluon fusion channel at O(α3S). As such, besides providing the maximum
perturbative information available at present for this process, our calculation can be used to obtain
a consistent estimate of perturbative uncertainties through the customary procedure of studying
scale variations.
Our calculation is carried out within the computational framework Matrix [52]. Matrix features a
fully general implementation of the qT -subtraction formalism [53] and allowed us to compute NNLO
QCD corrections to a large number of colour-singlet processes at hadron colliders [38, 43, 45, 46, 54–
59].2 The core of the Matrix framework is the Monte Carlo program Munich, which is capable
of computing both NLO QCD and NLO EW [62, 63] corrections to arbitrary SM processes [64].
As in previous Matrix calculations, in our computation of the NLO corrections to the gg → 4`
process, all the required one-loop amplitudes are evaluated with OpenLoops3 [69, 70]. At two-loop
level, we use the gg → V V ′ helicity amplitudes of Ref. [37], and implement the corresponding
four-lepton final states, accounting for spin correlations and off-shell effects. The NLO calculation
is performed by using the Catani–Seymour dipole-subtraction method [71, 72] and also with qT
subtraction [53], which provides an additional cross-check of our results.
1We note that there are also qq¯ initiated contributions to the loop-induced production mechanism at O(α3S),
which are separately finite. We found them to be completely negligible and ignore them in the following. Our
results include all numerically relevant partonic channels of the NLO corrections to the loop-induced gluon fusion
contribution.
2It was also used in the NNLL+NNLO computation of Ref. [60], and in the NNLOPS computation of Ref. [61].
3OpenLoops relies on the fast and stable tensor reduction of Collier [65, 66], supported by a rescue system
based on quad-precision CutTools [67] with OneLOop [68] to deal with exceptional phase-space points.
3
3 Validation
The NLO corrections to the loop-induced gluon fusion contribution have been first computed
in Refs. [33, 35], where the qg partonic channels were neglected. The results of Ref. [33] are
provided with only two significant digits, and without any information on numerical or systematic
uncertainties. Although we were able to reproduce their results at this level of precision, they are
not particularly suitable for a detailed comparison. More precise results are stated in Ref. [35], and
with the statistical errors provided in private communication a reasonable technical comparison
could be performed. The calculations in Refs. [33, 35] are carried out by using five massless
quark flavours (Nf), and the contributions of both top-quark loops and triangle diagrams are
omitted.4 Furthermore, the qg initiated subprocesses were neglected. The loop-induced gluon
fusion contribution (denoted by ggLO in the following) and its NLO corrections restricted to
the gg partonic channel (denoted by ggNLOgg in the following) are both computed with Nf = 5
NNPDF3.0 [73] NLO parton distribution functions with αS(mZ) = 0.118.
For validation, we have repeated the calculation of Ref. [35], using exactly the same setup: Cuts
are only applied on the invariant mass of the opposite-sign same-flavour (OSSF) lepton pairs
(m`+`−) and on the four-lepton invariant mass (m4`), which are required to fulfil
5 GeV < m`+`− < 180 GeV , 60 GeV < m4` < 360 GeV . (1)
The comparison of our results to those in Table I of Ref. [35] (denoted by aclr) is reported in
Table 1. Both settings of Ref. [35] for the renormalisation (µR) and factorisation (µR) scales are
considered: fixed values µR = µF = µ0 ≡ mZ , with mZ being the Z-boson mass, and dynamical
values µR = µF = µ0 ≡ m4`/2. The quoted uncertainties are estimated from customary 7-point
scale variations by a factor of two, with the constraint 0.5 ≤ µR/µF ≤ 2. For both our and the
aclr results we provide statistical errors on the respective last digit(s) inside parentheses.
µ = m4l/2 µ = mZ
√
s ggLO ggNLOgg ggLO ggNLOgg
8 TeV aclr 1.6018(5)+0.41−0.30 2.980(5)
+0.51
−0.41 1.6181(6)
+0.42
−0.31 2.978(4)
+0.494
−0.40
Matrix 1.6023(4)+0.41−0.30 2.987(3)
+0.51
−0.42 1.6188(3)
+0.42
−0.31 2.985(3)
+0.49
−0.40
13 TeV aclr 3.8467(13)+0.97−0.70 6.984(8)
+1.14
−0.94 3.9429(14)
+0.98
−0.71 7.22(18)
+1.04
−1.04
Matrix 3.8486(8)+0.97−0.70 7.016(7)
+1.15
−0.95 3.9454(8)
+0.98
−0.71 7.068(7)
+1.11
−0.93
Table 1: Comparison of our Matrix results with those of Ref. [35].5
Taking into account the numerical errors of the aclr results, which are typically of comparable
size as our errors, we find that all 8 TeV results are in perfect statistical agreement, corresponding
4The fermionic triangle diagrams vanish in the sum over a massless quark generation. Correspondingly, neglecting
the remaining bottom-quark contribution is a reasonable ansatz if the top-quark contribution cannot be taken into
account.
5A typo in the upper scale variation of the ggNLOgg result for
√
s = 8 TeV, µ0 = m4`/2 of Ref. [35] has been
corrected.
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to discrepancies of only a few per mille of the respective ggNLOgg predictions. The agreement
between the ggNLOgg results at 13 TeV turns out to be slightly worse: While the exceptionally
large discrepancy of −2.1% with µ0 = mZ as central scale choice is fully covered by the statistical
aclr error within one standard deviation, the few-permille discrepancy in the result for µ0 = m4`/2
corresponds to a discrepancy of three standard deviations. We note that the calculation of Ref. [35]
uses a technical cut pZZT > 0.5 GeV on the transverse momentum of the four-lepton system, in order
to avoid instabilities in the one-loop matrix elements. Also our calculation involves technical cuts
based on parameters controlling the minimum invariant masses of parton pairs and the internal
stability estimate of the OpenLoops amplitudes. By varying the above technical parameters we
estimate the systematic uncertainties affecting our NLO results in Table 1 to be at the few-permille
level. Indeed, this level of precision is confirmed by our alternative implementation using qT
subtraction. This additional source of uncertainties in the two predictions could explain the slight
discrepancy we observe in the NLO result at 13 TeV with µ0 = m4`/2, which is poorly covered by
the statistical errors only. We stress that for the purpose of phenomenological applications all the
observed differences are subleading since a percent effect in the loop-induced gluon fusion channel
only leads to a permille effect on the complete inclusive and fiducial four-lepton cross sections due
to the dominance of the quark annihilation channel. We also note that we were able to qualitatively
(on the level of the plots) reproduce all differential distributions shown in Refs. [33, 35].
4 Results
4.1 Setup
We present predictions for pp→ e+e−µ+µ− production at 8 and 13 TeV. For the EW parameters we
employ the Gµ scheme and set α =
√
2Gµm
2
W (1−m2W/m2Z)/pi. Contrary to Section 3, we compute
the EW mixing angle as cos θ2W = (m
2
W − iΓW mW )/(m2Z − iΓZmZ) and use the complex-mass
scheme [74] throughout. The EW inputs are set to the PDG [75] values: GF = 1.16639×10−5 GeV−2,
mW = 80.385 GeV, ΓW = 2.0854 GeV, mZ = 91.1876 GeV, ΓZ = 2.4952 GeV, mH = 125 GeV,
and ΓH = 0.00407. The on-shell top-quark mass is set to mt = 173.2 GeV, and Γt = 1.44262 is
used. Except for virtual two-loop contributions, the full dependence on massive top quarks is
taken into account everywhere in the computation. For the qq¯ → ZZ subprocess, the contribution
of top quarks in the two-loop corrections is not known. Since the quantitative impact of the
two-loop diagrams with a light fermion loop is extremely small [38], the two-loop diagrams
involving a top-quark can be safely neglected. Disregarding Higgs boson exchange6, top-quark
loops contribute about 2% to the ggLO cross section and should thus be included. However, also
for the gg → ZZ subprocess, the top-quark contribution in the two-loop amplitude is unknown.
Here we approximate top-quark effects through a reweighting of the massless two-loop result by
the LO (one-loop) amplitude with full top-quark mass dependence.
For each perturbative order we use the corresponding set of Nf = 5 NNPDF3.0 [73] parton
distribution functions (PDFs) with αS(mZ) = 0.118. The loop-induced gluon fusion contribution
and its NLO corrections are always computed with NNLO PDFs. The renormalisation and
factorisation scales are set to half of the invariant mass of the four-lepton system, µR = µF = µ0 ≡
6Quantitative comments on the impact of Higgs boson diagrams are postponed to Section 4.2.
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m4`/2. Residual uncertainties are estimated from customary 7-point scale variations by a factor of
two, with the constraint 0.5 ≤ µR/µF ≤ 2.
We use the selection cuts adopted by the ATLAS collaboration at 8 TeV in Ref. [76], which
are summarized in Table 2.7 The fiducial cuts involve standard requirements on the transverse
momenta and pseudo-rapidities of the leptons, a pair-wise separation in ∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2
between all possible leptons (independently of their flavours and charges), and a window in the
invariant mass of reconstructed Z bosons around the Z-pole.
definition of the fiducial volume for pp→ e+e−µ+µ− +X
pT,e/µ > 7 GeV, one electron with |ηe| < 4.9, the others |ηe| < 2.5, |ηµ| < 2.7
∆Ree/µµ > 0.2, ∆Reµ > 0.2, 66 GeV ≤ me+e−/µ+µ− ≤ 116 GeV,
Table 2: Phase-space definitions of the ZZ measurements by ATLAS at 8 TeV [76].
4.2 Fiducial cross section and distributions
We briefly introduce the notation used throughout this section: The loop-induced gluon fusion
channel contributes at O(α2S), and is denoted by ggLO in the following. The NNLO result for the
quark annihilation channel, i.e. without the loop-induced contribution, is referred to as qq¯NNLO.
The complete loop-induced contribution at NLO is labelled ggNLO, while its restriction to the
gg partonic channel is dubbed as ggNLOgg, i.e. the difference between these two predictions
corresponds to the newly computed contribution from the qg channels. As discussed in the
Introduction, the NLO corrections to the loop-induced contribution are only a part of the complete
N3LO computation. However, these corrections are sizeable, and the loop-induced gluon fusion
production mechanism is known to be only poorly described at O(α2S), namely at its effective LO.
It is thus reasonable to construct an approximation of the complete N3LO cross section based on
the inclusion of only these O(α3S) corrections. This approximation is denoted by nNNLO.
We present the fiducial cross sections for
√
s = 8 and 13 TeV at the various perturbative orders in
Table 3. In the upper panel the QCD corrections to the quark annihilation channel are reported.
The NNLO corrections to this channel amount to about +7% (+9%) at
√
s = 8 (13) TeV. In
the central panel the loop-induced gluon fusion contribution is shown with its NLO corrections.
Comparing the results with NNLO PDFs used throughout, this contribution provides 57% (62%) of
the full NNLO corrections at
√
s = 8 (13) TeV. The NLO corrections increase the ggLO result by
about 75% (71%) at
√
s = 8 (13) TeV. The contribution of the qg channels is negative, such that the
cross section becomes about 7% (6%) larger wrt. ggNLO at
√
s = 8 (13) TeV if contributions from
qg partonic channels are neglected (ggNLOgg). In the lower panel, the NNLO and nNNLO results
are shown. The impact of the NLO corrections to the loop-induced contribution is to increase
the NNLO result by about 5% (6%) at
√
s = 8 (13) TeV. Corresponding to the above-mentioned
numbers, excluding the qg channels would increase the nNNLO prediction by about 1%. The
NNLO and nNNLO predictions are marginally compatible within scale uncertainties.
7For simplicity, we employ the same setup at 13 TeV.
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√
s 8 TeV 13 TeV 8 TeV 13 TeV
σ [fb] σ/σNLO − 1
LO 8.1881(8)+2.4%−3.2% 13.933(7)
+5.5%
−6.4% −27.5% −29.8%
NLO 11.2958(4)+2.5%−2.0% 19.8454(7)
+2.5%
−2.1% 0% 0%
qq¯NNLO 12.08(3)+1.1%−1.1% 21.54(2)
+1.1%
−1.2% +6.9% +8.6%
σ [fb] σ/σggLO − 1
ggLO 0.79354(8)+28.2%−20.9% 2.0054(2)
+23.5%
−17.9% 0% 0%
ggNLOgg 1.4810(9)
+16.0%
−13.2% 3.627(3)
+15.2%
−12.8% +86.6% +80.9%
ggNLO 1.3901(9)+15.4%−13.6% 3.423(3)
+13.9%
−12.0% +75.2% +70.7%
σ [fb] σ/σNLO − 1
NNLO 12.87(3)+2.8%−2.1% 23.55(2)
+3.0%
−2.6% +13.9% +18.7%
nNNLO 13.47(3)+2.6%−2.2% 24.97(2)
+2.9%
−2.7% +19.2% +25.8%
Table 3: Fiducial cross sections at different perturbative orders and relative impact on NLO and
ggLO predictions, respectively. The quoted uncertainties correspond to scale variations as described
in the text, and the numerical integration errors on the previous digit are stated in parentheses;
for all (n)NNLO results, the latter include the uncertainty due the rcut extrapolation [52].
We add a comment on the contribution of diagrams with a Higgs boson: The cuts we are applying
essentially select on-shell Z bosons, thereby forcing the Higgs boson to be off-shell. Nonetheless,
our calculation consistently includes also the Higgs diagrams. The signal–background interference
in the gg → ZZ → 4l channel is known to provide a non-negligible contribution [34]. Indeed, we
find that with our selection cuts the impact of the Higgs contribution is about −5% both in the
ggLO and ggNLO results.
We now turn to presenting kinematical distributions. Throughout this section, the plots are
organized according to the following pattern: There is an upper panel where absolute cross sections
at LO (black, dotted), NLO (red, dashed), NNLO (blue, dash-dotted) and nNNLO (magenta,
solid) are shown. In the central panel the nNNLO result with its scale uncertainty is normalised
to the central NNLO result. In the lower panel the NLO/LO K-factors of the loop-induced
gluon fusion contribution are shown, with (ggNLO; pink, solid) and without (ggNLOgg; brown,
dash-double-dotted) the qg contribution. The figures on the left show the 8 TeV results, and the
ones on the right the 13 TeV results.
We first consider the invariant-mass distribution of the four-lepton system in Figure 4. The
impact of the NLO corrections to the loop-induced gluon fusion contribution is largest at small
invariant masses: In the peak region they increase the NNLO cross section by about 5% (7%) at√
s = 8 (13) TeV. As m4` increases, the impact of the ggNLO corrections decreases, and it is only
about +1% at m4` ∼ 1 TeV. This is not unexpected, since the gg contribution is largest when
gluons with smaller x are probed. On the contrary, the size of the ggNLO/ggLO K-factor in the
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Figure 4: Differential distribution in m4` at 8 TeV (left) and 13 TeV (right).
lower panel is relatively stable, with a moderate increase at small m4`. In both cases, comparing
the nNNLO/NNLO and ggNLO/ggLO ratios, the scale uncertainties do not fully cover the size of
higher-order corrections in the peak region of the distribution, which demonstrates the importance
of the NLO corrections to the loop-induced gluon fusion contribution. The impact of the qg
channels on the ggNLO/ggLO K-factor is about −10%, slightly increasing with the value of m4`.
In Figure 5 we show the invariant-mass distribution of the primary (upper plots) and secondary
OSSF lepton pair (lower plots), ordered by the distance of their invariant masses to the Z-boson
mass. Both distributions are limited by the Z-mass window cut in the fiducial phase space. The
distribution of the lepton pair which is less close to mZ is broader. More precisely, when the
invariant mass of the lepton pair is mZ ± 20 GeV, the cross section is suppressed by about four
and two orders of magnitude for the primary and secondary lepton pair, respectively. Nonetheless,
the impact of QCD corrections is uniform in both cases, and independent of the collider energy.
The NNLO uncertainty bands barely overlap with the ones of the nNNLO result.
Figure 6 depicts the distribution in the rapidity separation of the two Z bosons (∆yZZ). The
region of small rapidity separations, |∆yZZ | ∼< 1, is driven by centrally produced Z bosons and thus
relatively small partonic momentum fractions, which implies that the relative impact of the gluon
fusion contribution is most important there. In this region the impact of the nNNLO corrections
is quite uniform and of the order of +5% (+7%) for
√
s = 8 (13) TeV, whereas it successively
decreases in the forward region. The ggNLO/ggLO K-factor is quite flat in ∆yZZ , while the
relative size of the qg contributions slightly increases in the forward region.
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Figure 5: Invariant-mass distribution of the OSSF lepton pair closer to (top) and further away
from (bottom) the Z-boson mass at 8 TeV (left) and 13 TeV (right).
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Figure 6: Differential distribution in ∆yZZ at 8 TeV (left) and 13 TeV (right).
In Figure 7 we study the transverse-momentum distribution of the leading lepton (pT,`1). Analo-
gously to Figure 4, the nNNLO corrections are maximal at small pT,`1 , and they decrease with the
value of pT,`1 : They are about +5% in the peak region and drop to about +1% at pT,`1 ∼ 500 GeV.
Also here the perturbative uncertainties in the first bins do not cover the difference between the
NNLO and nNNLO predictions. In contrast to Figure 4, the ggNLO/ggLO K-factor of the gluon
fusion contribution becomes larger with the value of pT,`1 , from about 1.7 in the peak region to
about 2.2 at pT,`1 ∼ 500 GeV, and it further increases for larger pT,`1 values. It is interesting to
notice that the impact of the newly included qg channels on the ggNLO corrections depends on
the value of pT,`1 , with roughly −10% in the peak region and +10% for pT,`1 ∼ 500 GeV, thereby
affecting the shape of the distribution.
In Figure 8 the transverse-momentum distributions of the leading (pT,Z1) and subleading (pT,Z2)
reconstructed Z bosons are shown. The most prominent feature we notice are the large NLO/LO
corrections to the loop-induced gluon fusion channel in case of the harder Z boson, which signifi-
cantly increases with pT,Z1 : The enhancement is by a factor of about 2.8 at pT = 500 GeV. This
is due to the fact that the phase-space region with one hard Z boson is dominantly populated
by events with a jet recoiling against this Z boson, while the other Z boson is relatively soft.
Such large corrections are absent in the pT,Z2 distribution: The phase-space region where both
Z bosons have large transverse momenta is naturally dominated by topologies with the two Z
bosons recoiling against each other, which are already present at LO and thus do not give rise
to exceptionally large corrections. This situation also explains the opposite behaviour of the
NLO/LO K-factor in pT,Z2 which continuously decreases with pT,Z2 . The previous statements are
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Figure 7: Differential distribution in pT,`1 at 8 TeV (left) and 13 TeV (right).
not specific to the loop-induced gluon fusion channel: We observe the same features also for the
NLO corrections to the quark annihilation channel.
Also for the transverse-momentum distributions of the Z bosons the importance of the qg channels
in the ggNLO result is evident: The pT,Z1 shape is clearly modified due to a negative qg contribution
at small pT,Z1 , and a positive qg contribution in the tail of the distribution. At large pT,Z2 the
contribution of the qg channels is as large as the one of the gg channel. However, they have
opposite signs such that they compensate each other and the ggNLO corrections almost vanish,
whereas, neglecting qg contributions, the ggNLOgg corrections show an increase of roughly 40%
wrt. ggLO instead. NNLO scale uncertainties at small pT,Z1 and pT,Z2 typically do not cover the
sizeable nNNLO corrections.
Another eye-catching feature we observe in Figure 8 is the significant drop of the transverse-
momentum distribution of both the leading and subleading Z boson above pT,Zi ∼ 900 GeV
(i ∈ {1, 2}). This is due to the interplay between the large transverse momentum of the parent
Z boson, which makes the corresponding lepton pair boosted, and the ∆R`` > ∆R
min
`` cut in the
fiducial phase space (` ∈ {e, µ}, ∆Rmin`` = 0.2). Indeed, if the transverse momentum of the parent
Z boson fulfills the condition
pT,Zi ∼>
√
2mZ√
1− cos ∆Rmin``
∼ 900 GeV , (2)
the lepton pair is forced to be produced off-shell, and as a consequence the cross section is strongly
suppressed. Note that this effect is independent of the collider energy.
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Figure 8: Transverse-momentum spectra of the leading (top) and subleading (bottom) Z boson at
8 TeV (left) and 13 TeV (right).
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5 Summary
We have calculated the NLO QCD corrections to the loop-induced gluon fusion contribution
for ZZ production in the four-lepton channel. Our predictions include, for the first time, also
(anti)quark–gluon partonic channels. We have combined these results with state-of-the-art NNLO
QCD corrections to the quark annihilation channel, yielding an approximation of the full N3LO
QCD corrections for ZZ production, denoted by nNNLO.
We have performed an extensive validation against existing results for the NLO cross section
of the loop-induced gluon fusion contribution in the literature [33, 35]. Overall, we find decent
agreement of the total rates and distributions by adopting the respective setups, thereby neglecting
contributions from qg channels and massive top-quark loops.
We have presented a comprehensive study of the nNNLO corrections, the size of the ggNLO/ggLO
K-factors of the loop-induced gluon fusion contribution, and the impact of the newly computed qg
channels. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows:
• The loop-induced gluon fusion contribution is sizeable. It makes up roughly 57% (62%) of
the full O(α2S) corrections to ZZ production, and yields roughly 6% (9%) of the NNLO cross
section at 8 (13) TeV collider energy. Hence, its NLO QCD corrections are important, with
K-factors of & 1.7 wrt. ggLO: The nNNLO cross section is about 5% (6%) larger than the
NNLO one at
√
s = 8 (13) TeV, and their perturbative uncertainties barely overlap.
• The qg channels have a negative effect of about 10% on the ggNLO/ggLO K-factor of the
loop-induced gluon fusion contribution, which yields roughly a 1% decrease of the nNNLO
cross section.
• The nNNLO corrections can have a non-trivial impact on differential distributions. Due to
the nature of the loop-induced gluon fusion production mechanism, and the dominance of
the gluon densities at small x, the nNNLO corrections provide sizeable effects in dominant
phase-space regions of the observables we investigated: at small invariant-masses of the four
lepton system, in the central region of the rapidity difference between the two reconstructed
Z bosons, and at small transverse momenta of the leptons and Z bosons.
• In these regions, where the computed corrections are largest, nNNLO and NNLO scale-
uncertainty bands barely overlap, which demonstrates the importance of including the NLO
QCD corrections to the loop-induced gluon fusion contribution.
• For the transverse-momentum distributions of the leptons and the reconstructed Z bosons
the newly computed contributions of the qg channels have a significant impact on the shapes
of the ggNLO spectra.
The NLO QCD corrections to the loop-induced gluon fusion contribution have been implemented
in our parton-level Monte Carlo code Matrix to provide nNNLO cross sections for charge-neutral
diboson production processes. The consistent combination of state-of-the-art predictions for quark
annihilation and loop-induced gluon fusion production mechanisms within a single tool may turn
out to be particularly useful for the experimental analyses. Matrix can be used not only to obtain
the best QCD prediction for diboson cross sections, but also to estimate perturbative uncertainties
13
consistently from simultaneous scale variations within the two contributions. The inclusion of
NLO EW corrections in these calculations to obtain ultimate perturbative accuracy in diboson
predictions is left for future work.
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